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Multiconductor Transmission Line Modeling of
Crosstalk Between Cables in the Presence of

Composite Ground Planes
Jesper Lansink Rotgerink , Ramiro Serra, and Frank Leferink , Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—Modern transportation systems, such as aircraft, are
increasingly replacing metal body parts for composite materials,
such as carbon-fiber reinforced plastics. Despite the multiple ad-
vantages in terms of weight, size, and fuel consumption, this trend
is posing a challenge for protection of cables against electromag-
netic interference. Early risk assessment and optimization of ca-
ble design in modern aircraft require reliable methods that can
quickly and accurately estimate crosstalk behavior in the presence
of lossy ground planes. This article presents two novel methods to
incorporate such lossy ground planes into the crosstalk modeling
of cable bundles. The first method considers the ground plane as a
discrete collection of cylindrical conductors. In the second method
a ground impedance matrix is derived for lossy ground planes with
a finite thickness. Results of both methods are compared to full-
wave simulations and measurements, yielding excellent results in
terms of accuracy and computation times. The discretized ground
plane method is also applied to the case of wire pairs that are
enclosed by two ground planes, both aluminum and carbon–fiber
reinforced plastic, as a first step towards investigation of wiring that
is embedded in thermoplastic material. Once more simulations and
measurements are in good agreement.

Index Terms—Crosstalk, carbon-fiber reinforced plastics
(CFRP), composites, multiconductor transmission lines, lossy
ground planes.

I. INTRODUCTION

SUSTAINABLE flight is one of the most prominent ob-
jectives of current developments in aviation industry. To

reach that goal there is much focus on the development of
more electric aircraft (MEA), including hybrid or full electrical
propulsion. As a consequence, there is a significant increase in
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the amount of on-board electrical wiring. This highlights the
desire for an electrical wiring interconnection system (EWIS)
on-board aircraft that is optimized in terms of weight, volume,
and costs, while keeping compliance with safety and electro-
magnetic compatibility regulations. As MEA will implement a
significantly high number of power electronic converters and
sensors, crosstalk between cables is an essential topic.

Transmission lines (TL) are broadly covered in literature,
especially when TLs are placed in free space or above conducting
ground planes. The multiconductor TL (MTL) model developed
by Paul [1] is widely accepted for crosstalk analyses. Paul also
includes losses in the per-unit-length (p.u.l.) resistance matrix
of his MTL formulations. However, he clearly states the short-
comings regarding the distribution of return currents in large,
lossy ground planes. It is well-known that it is good practice to
place cables close to a good conducting surface, as this generally
reduces crosstalk levels [2], [3]. However, in modern aircraft
more and more metal parts are replaced by composite materials
such as carbon-fiber reinforced plastics (CFRP) [4], [5]. As a
consequence, there is a need to model the effects on crosstalk
behavior due to replacement of metal parts in aircraft by less
conducting material such as CFRP. Thus, simulation models for
crosstalk in cable bundles that can include the lossy properties
of CFRP ground planes are a requirement for modern aircraft
EWIS design.

Already in 1926, Carson [6] investigated the influence of
lossy soil on the behavior of the transmission lines in a paper
on wave propagation in overhead lines. More specifically, he
derived formulations, which describe the distribution of elec-
trical currents in a lossy ground, as well as an expression
for the mutual impedance between two transmission lines that
have a lossy ground as return. Since then, much research has
focused on simulation models for transmission lines above lossy
earth. Improvements to Carson’s formulation have been made
[7]–[10], and papers have been published on the use of these
formulations in transient analysis of overhead lines above lossy
grounds [11]–[13]. Rachidi provides an extensive overview of
field-to-TL coupling models that can also include the effects
of lossy earth [14]. However, most papers focus on a lossy
ground with infinite thickness (e.g., soil), as well as the transient
(time-domain) analysis of transmission lines under the influence
of incident electromagnetic (EM) fields and lightning strikes
[14], [15].
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The focus in this article is on frequency domain simulations of
crosstalk between cables in the presence of ground planes with
finite conductivity and finite thickness. In [16], it was observed
that skin depth and ground plane thickness are the main factors
dictating a shift in crosstalk behavior in the frequency domain.
In the higher frequency range crosstalk in the presence of a
CFRP ground plane is similar to that above good conducting
ground, while for lower frequencies crosstalk levels are hardly
affected by the presence of CFRP. These observations in [16]
were obtained from full-wave simulations and confirmed by
measurements. Most commercially available full-wave solvers
can model the effects of CFRP on crosstalk. However, such
methods are computationally expensive and faster methods
are desired, especially for industrial applications. The MTL
equations are a widely used and much quicker method. An
accurate and broadband numerical approach to estimate the
p.u.l. parameters that includes skin effect, current crowding and
semiconducting material is presented in [17]. However, this still
requires the numerical method of moments (MoM) to solve the
p.u.l. parameters.

Time-efficient broadband simulation methods that can pro-
vide an accurate first estimate of crosstalk in the presence of
lossy ground planes are very useful for early risk assessment in
EWIS design. Moreover, such methods can be used in cable
bundle optimization, as well as in sensitivity analysis with
respect to designable parameters. This article proposes two
novel methods to incorporate lossy ground planes, including
corresponding skin and proximity effects, directly into the MTL
equations. Both methods are efficient solutions that are easy
to apprehend and implement. The first method makes use of a
discretization of the ground plane into cylindrical conductors.
In [18], such a discretization of a copper ground plane was used
to analyze ground currents. The second method of this article
utilizes a ground impedance matrix. This impedance matrix is
derived from an expression for mutual impedance of overhead
lines above stratified earth [9]. Both methods are applied to
crosstalk between wire pairs above a CFRP or aluminum ground
plane. Moreover, the method of discretized ground planes is
also applied to cabling between two CFRP or aluminum ground
planes. Results of these simulations are compared to full-wave
MoM simulations with Feko [19] and to measured crosstalk.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section II of this
article discusses the two transmission line models that include
lossy ground planes. In Section III, simulation results of two
cases are shown and compared to full-wave simulations and
measurements. Finally, Section IV concludes this article.

II. TRANSMISSION LINE MODELS

Broadly used simulation methods to analyze crosstalk
between cables are based on the MTL

d

dz
V (z) = −ZI (z) ,

d

dz
I (z) = −YV (z) . (1)

In these equations V and I are n-dimensional vectors repre-
senting the voltages and currents in each of the n nonreference
conductors of the MTL along its propagation direction z. For
frequency domain solutions, the p.u.l. impedance matrix Z and

Fig. 1. Illustration of (return) current distribution in a lossy ground plane.

Fig. 2. Illustration of cross section of test case with two wire pairs (a) above
a single ground plane and (b) between two ground planes.

admittance matrix Y are usually defined by

Z = R+ jωL Y = G+ jωC. (2)

Here, ω is the angular frequency. The resistance matrix R, the
capacitance matrix C, the inductance matrix L, and the con-
ductance matrix G, together form the p.u.l. parameters, which
contain all cross-sectional information of the MTL.

Equations (1) and (2) describe the evolution of the voltages
and currents along the line. All voltages are defined with respect
to the reference conductor and the return current of all con-
ductors also flows in this reference conductor. For a perfectly
electric conducting (PEC) ground plane this return current is
concentrated in a delta-peak directly below the conductor itself.
However, if losses are present in the ground, these currents
tend to spread out due to dispersion [1], [6], as is shown by
the illustration in Fig. 1. If we extend this further towards the
case of no ground plane, the return currents will have vanished.
Therefore, to model a CFRP ground plane with transmission
line equations, we need to accommodate losses in the reference
conductor. This article presents two models, which can account
for (return) current distributions in lossy ground planes. One
method discretizes the ground plane by a series of lossy wires,
and the second implements a ground impedance matrix. In the
following sections, the two methods are described and explained
based on the test case in Fig. 2(a). Two wire pairs are separated
by a distance d = 20 mm and are at a height h above a ground
plane with thickness tg. This ground plane is considered to be
made of either aluminum with tg = 1.5 mm or CFRP with
tg = 1.3 mm. The intrapair separation a and the wire radius
r will be equal to 2.2 mm and 0.55 mm, respectively, throughout
this article. Both wire pairs are assumed to be terminated with
a differential-mode (DM) resistance Rd = 100 Ω at both sides.
Fig. 2(b) also shows a case in which a second ground plane is
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placed above the wire pairs. This test case will be analyzed in
Section III.

Assume a DM source is included in the terminations of the
culprit wire pair. Consequently, a voltage will be induced in the
terminations of the victim wire pair. Then, differential-mode
near-end crosstalk (NEXT) γNE,DM can be defined as

γNE,DM =
UT

2 V0

UT
1 V0

. (3)

Here, V0 is the vector of which entry i represents the voltage
of conductor i at the source side of the MTL with respect to
the reference. U1 and U2 are vectors that are used to obtain the
correct combination of conductor voltages in the numerator and
denominator. For two wire pairs above a single infinite ground
plane these would be defined as

U1 = (−1, 1, 0, 0)T , U2 = (0, 0,−1, 1)T . (4)

Far-end crosstalk (FEXT) can be defined in a similar way by us-
ing the voltages and currents at the other side of the transmission
line. This article focusses only on NEXT, since the methods and
models are analogously applied to FEXT.

Equation (3) shows that by solving the vector of voltages at the
source side of the TL, crosstalk can be computed. These voltages
can be solved by (2)–(6) in [2], depending on the termination
network representation. In that solution, the p.u.l. matrices C,
L, and R are required. The conductance G is assumed to be
negligible. For an infinite PEC ground plane the approximate
logarithmic expressions for p.u.l. capacitance and inductance
as given in [1] can be used. Moreover, in the two new methods
presented in the following two sections that include lossy ground
planes, for the self and mutual capacitances and inductances
these same expressions can be used. The major differences
that will be introduced are in resistance matrices and/or the
termination impedance matrices.

A. Discretized Ground Plane

The first solution presented in this article is an MTL model
with discretized ground plane (MTL-DG). In this method, the
ground plane is modeled as a series of cylindrical conductors
parallel to the z-axis. The conventional MTL equations given by
(1)-(2) can be used, however, the dimensions of all matrices are
increased with the number of conductors in the ground plane ng.
Moreover, the resistance matrix and termination matrices have
to be adapted. Thus, to model the CFRP ground plane in the
configuration of Fig. 2(a), instead of an infinite ground plane a
finite ground plane is introduced, which will be represented by
an array of ng adjacent cylindrical conductors. An example with
a single layer of ground conductors, each with diameter tg, is
shown in Fig. 3. In general, multiple layers of ground conductors
can be used, as long as the diameters add up to tg. Since in the
measurements the ground planes are very large compared to
the separation between the wire pairs, an infinite ground plane
can be assumed. Therefore, in this article, ng is also chosen
large enough to mimic an infinite ground plane. Simulations to
confirm this follow in Section III. To avoid confusion, in the
following the conductors of the ground plane will be referred

Fig. 3. Illustration of (zoomed-in) cross-section for a cable configuration with
two wire pairs above a discretized ground plane.

Fig. 4. Termination schematics at the source side for the two wire pairs,
terminated with DM resistance Rd, above a discretized ground with ng ground
conductors that are connected to each other by the resistances Rg. Culprit
terminations include a voltage source Vs.

to as ground conductors, while the four conductors in the wire
pairs will be named wires.

With the replacement of the infinite ground plane by the
(finite) array of ground conductors, there is no more natural
choice for the reference conductor since, in MTL theory, the
reference conductor carries a net current equal to the sum of the
return currents from all other conductors. To resolve this issue,
a “dummy” reference conductor is introduced far away from the
wires and ground plane under consideration, in this article at
x = 0 m and at y =−100 m. Moreover, the termination network
(shown in Fig. 4) is designed to have all conductors floating
with respect to the dummy reference. In calculations this dummy
reference appears just as a placeholder for the voltage integrals,
but it is a dead conductor. Due to the distance to the structure and
termination impedances that approach infinity due to the floating
dummy reference, the dummy carries no net (return) current
and has no effect to the local behavior of the wire pairs above
ground. All currents flow locally in the wire pairs and the ground
plane. Since the cross section of the actual cabling remains small
compared to the wavelength, TL theory can be applied [20]. The
two wire pairs are terminated on both sides by the DM resistance
Rd = 100 Ω. To have all wires and ground conductors floating
with respect to the dummy reference conductor, a Norton equiv-
alent representation is required to incorporate the termination
network into the current implementation of the MTL model. In
theory, the ground conductors are short circuited. However, this
would create a singularity in the admittance matrices introduced
in (5) below. To avoid this limitation, a small resistance Rg

= 1 mΩ (shown in Fig. 4) is used to mimic a short between
all ground conductors. The value of Rg is chosen such that it
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is negligible with respect to the losses in a ground conductor,
which for a single layer of ground conductors equals 36 Ω at
0.1 MHz [computed by (9)]. In this way, Rg does not affect
crosstalk results and allows for current distribution through the
ground plane. This results in the following admittance matrices
at source and load side YS and YL:

YS/L =

[
YN 0

0 Yĝ

]
, YN =

[
Yc 0
0 Yv

]
,

Yk =

[
R−1

d,k −R−1
d,k

−R−1
d,k R−1

d,k

]

Yĝ =
1(

1 + 1
ng−1

)
Rg

1ng
− 1

ngRg
1′

ng
. (5)

Here, YN contains the wire pair terminations and Yĝ the ground
conductor terminations, 1m represents the m x m identity matrix,
and 1′m the matrix with ones on all nondiagonal elements. The
subscript k can be c for culprit and v for victim.

To include the ground current distribution and skin effect in
the MTL model the analytical resistance of cylindrical conduc-
tors with finite conductivity is included in the resistance matrix
for all ground conductors. This yields a p.u.l. impedance matrix
equal to

Z = Rw + Zg + jωLw (6)

in which matrix Lw contains the self and mutual inductances of
the entire MTL (including far-away reference). The elements of
this inductance matrix, as well as the elements of the capacitance
matrix, are computed by the following analytical expressions
[1]:

lii =
μ0

2π
ln

(
d2i0
rir0

)
lij =

μ0

2π
ln

(
di0dj0
dijr0

)
C = μ0ε0εrL

−1.

(7)
Here, ε0 and µ0 are the free space permittivity and permeability,
εr is the relative permittivity of the surrounding medium, and
dij is the distance between conductors i and j, where subscript
0 refers to the dummy reference. The conductor radius ri is
either the wire radius (r in Fig. 2) or the ground conductor
radius. The radius of the dummy reference r0 is chosen equal to
the wire radius. In (6), the matrix Rw contains the resistances
of the wires that form the two wire pairs. However, in this
article, the resistances in the wires are neglected, resulting in
Rw = 0. Finally, Zg contains the resistances and inductances
of the conductors that form the ground plane, for which the
formulations described by Paul are used [1]

Zg = zg1ng
, zg = rg + jωlg. (8)

Here,

rg =
2q

σgdπt2g

(
ber (q) bei′ (q)− bei (q) ber′ (q)(

bei′ (q)
)2

+
(
ber′ (q)

)2
)

lg =
4μ0

8πq

(
bei (q) bei′ (q) + ber (q) ber′ (q)(

bei′ (q)
)2

+
(
ber′ (q)

)2
)
, q =

√
2
dg
2δ

.

(9)

Here, ber and bei are Kelvin functions, dg is the ground conduc-
tor diameter, which for the discretization in Fig. 3 is equal to tg,
and δ is the skin depth, given by

δ = 1/
√

πfμ0σgd, σgd = 4σg/π. (10)

Here,σg is the conductivity of the ground plane. The valueσgd is
the conductivity used for the ground conductors, which contains
a correction factor to account for the area that is missing since
we are discretizing a rectangular area by circles.

B. Ground Impedance

The second method to incorporate the losses and current
distribution in the transmission line models is to include a ground
impedance matrix into the MTL equations (MTL-GI). The TL
model remains as given by (1) and (2). In the MTL-GI method, as
opposed to the MTL-DG method, the ground plane can be taken
as infinite. Therefore, the configuration of Fig. 2(a) results in a
4 × 4 inductance and capacitance matrix of which the elements
are computed by [1]

lii =
μ0

2π
ln

(
2h

r

)
lij =

μ0

4π
ln

(
1 +

4h2

d2ij

)
C = μ0ε0εrL

−1.

(11)
The conductance matrix is still assumed to be zero and the p.u.l.
impedance matrix is again defined as given in (6), this time
resulting in a 4 × 4 matrix. Analogous to the MTL-DG method,
we neglect the resistances in the wires. The effects of CFRP
should, now, be included in Zg. There is extensive literature
about such impedance matrices that include the losses of soil into
transmission line equations. Carson [6] was one of the first ones
to derive an equation for ground impedance in which the soil was
represented by a lossy half-space. By adapting the formulation
for ground impedance of a stratified soil that is given in [9] to
the case of a ground plane with finite thickness and conductivity,
the ground impedance matrix for MTL-GI is given by

[Zg]ij =
jωμ0

π

∫ ∞

0

cos (α (xi − xj)) e
−α(hi+hj)

α+A
dα. (12)

Here,

A = n2

[
n1 − n2 + (n1 + n2) e

2tgn2

n2 − n1 + (n1 + n2) e2tgn2

]

n1 =
√

α2 + jωμ0, n2 =
√

α2 + jωμ0σg. (13)

Here, xi gives the x position of wire i, while hi is the height
of wire i above the ground plane. Apart from this adaptation,
the MTL equations remain unchanged and the termination
admittance matrices are defined by

YS = YL =

[
Yc 0
0 Yv

]
. (14)

III. RESULTS

In this section, crosstalk results from the two MTL models
presented in Section II are compared to full-wave simulations
obtained with Feko and to measurements. The comparison is
performed for two configurations. At first, the configuration of
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Fig. 5. Pictures of measurement setup: crosstalk (a) between aluminum ground
planes - overview of measurement setup with spectrum analyzer, generator and
preamplifier, (b) between two CFRP ground planes - close-up of termination to
baluns, and (c) above a single CFRP ground plane.

two wire pairs above a single ground plane, as shown in Fig. 2(a),
is computed by both the MTL-DG and the MTL-GI method and
compared to Feko simulations and measurements. Thereafter,
the MTL-DG method is applied to a configuration with wire pairs
between two ground planes, shown in Fig. 2(b). The MTL-DG
method can be readily adapted to this second case, due to its
flexibility and ease of use. It only requires the inclusion of a
higher number of ground conductors. The MTL-GI method is
not directly applicable to this case with two ground planes, unless
for instance a Laplace solver is incorporated and (12) is modified
accordingly.

All measurements are performed with the combination of a
signal (tracking) generator as source and a spectrum analyzer
to measure the victim voltage (see Fig. 5). The balanced wire
pairs are connected to the unbalanced measurement equipment
using baluns. These baluns can be used in the frequency range
of 100 kHz–440 MHz. Their frequency-dependent behavior is
calibrated out of the measurements. Rohacell spacers with low
loss and relative permittivity nearly equal to 1 are used to ensure
fixed separation distances and heights of the ground plane along
the length of the transmission line, which equals 1.8 m. The
ground planes used in the measurements were 1.8 m in length
and 1 m in width. Their thickness equaled 1.3 mm and 1.5
mm for the CFRP and aluminum grounds, respectively. At the
end of the transmission lines, the wire pairs are separated from
each other and connected to the balun boards [see Fig. 5(b)].
Connections between the baluns and the ground planes are
established by screws through the ground plane, completed with
conductive glue for tighter fastening of the screws. This results
in a common-mode impedance of 450 Ω, which is high enough

Fig. 6. Simulated NEXT between two wire pairs in three different configura-
tions. The solid lines are obtained with Feko, while the dotted lines are with the
analytic MTL equations. The circles give results computed by MTL-GI, while
the plus signs show results for the MTL-DG method.

Fig. 7. Simulated NEXT (MTL-DG) for wire pairs above a single CFRP
ground plane. Comparisons are made between three different sizes of a single
layer ground plane and a double layered ground plane.

to use in simulations only DM terminations [16]. In simulations,
the CFRP is modeled with an isotropic equivalent conductivity,
which was found to be valid in [16], [21], and [22]. For our CFRP
planes, this equivalent conductivity equals 16.500 S/m [16].

In simulations, a homogeneous dielectric with εr = 2.5 is
assumed to account for wire insulation and foam spacers. Feko
simulations are performed by making use of an isotropic thin
dielectric layer to which CFRP properties are asserted.

A. Single Ground Plane

Figs. 6 to 9 show results for crosstalk between wire pairs
in free space, as well as for wire pairs at a height h = 4
mm above a ground plane [cross section of the latter shown
in Fig. 2(a)]. Fig. 6 shows a comparison between near-end
crosstalk computed by various simulation models. Results are
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Fig. 8. Comparison between measured and simulated NEXT for wire pairs
in free space, or above a single ground plane. Solid lines are results of MTL
simulations (also shown in Fig. 6, analytic MTL for free space and MTL-GI for
the ground plane cases). The dotted lines are measured crosstalk results.

Fig. 9. Simulated (MTL-DG method) NEXT between two wire pairs above
a single ground plane with different conductivities. MTL results for free space
and PEC ground plane are given as reference.

given for three configurations: wire pairs in free space, wire
pairs above an aluminum ground plane and wire pairs above a
CFRP ground plane. All three configurations are simulated with
Feko and the results are shown by the solid lines. With classic
MTL simulations, in which the logarithmic (wide-separation)
expressions by Paul are used for inductance and capacitance,
the dotted lines are obtained.

The results in Fig. 6 confirm the well-known phenomenon that
crosstalk decreases for cables that are placed close to a metallic
ground plane, when compared to wire pairs in free space. For
these two cases MTL results are equal to those generated by
Feko. The MTL-DG method introduced in the previous section
yields levels shown by the plus signs in Fig. 6. With this method
both the aluminum ground plane case and the CFRP ground
plane case are shown and results show a perfect match to those

obtained with Feko. Finally, results obtained with MTL-GI are
given by the circles. Again, these results match perfectly to the
other simulation methods.

Various discretization levels might be used in the MTL-DG
method. Fig. 7 shows a comparison of results for a CFRP ground
plane with a single layer and three different values for ng, as
well as a discretization with two layers of wires. In all cases,
the ground conductors are touching. Increasing ng in a single
layer will therefore increase the ground plane size. Introducing
a second layer of ground conductors might increase accuracy,
but also increases computation time. From Fig. 7, it can be
concluded that a single layer with 50 ground conductors is
sufficient to represent an infinite ground plane, for the case under
consideration. Therefore, in all MTL-DG simulations in this
article a single layer with ng = 50 is used.

Concluding, similar results are obtained by all three simu-
lations methods. However, simulation times are very different.
Fine meshing is needed on a ground plane below a transmission
line in order to accurately represent the characteristic impedance
in Feko. Therefore, simulations with Feko depend on the wire
height and vary for h = 4 mm to 1 mm from 60 s to 1060 s for a
single-frequency computation, when using 10 cores on a Linux
server (Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 6148 CPU @ 2.40 GHz, 80 cores
available). At the same time, the MTL-DG and MTL-GI methods
take only 6.5 and 3 s, respectively, for computing 200 frequencies
on a simple laptop (1 core on Intel i5 processor, 8GB RAM).
Therefore, simulation time for a single frequency computation is
improved by a factor of 1900–70 000. When comparing the two
novel MTL methods, MTL-GI is slightly more time-efficient
and enables actual infinite ground plane simulation. However,
as illustrated also by the case in Section III-B, the MTL-DG
method provides more flexibility.

Fig. 8 shows the comparison of the MTL simulations with
measured NEXT. For the ground plane cases, the MTL-GI
method is shown. Some uncertainties in the measurement setup
cause the measured crosstalk curve have a slope slightly less than
the expected 20 dB/dec., which causes slight differences in the
0.1–0.3 MHz rage. However, in general the comparison between
simulations and measurements is good. The simulation results
clearly show that CFRP affects crosstalk behavior as stated in
[16]. There is a clear distinction between low and high-frequency
behavior, in which both the conductivity and thickness of the
ground plane are important parameters. The distinction is de-
termined by the field penetration in the CFRP material [23]. At
low frequencies, for which the skin depth is much larger than
the thickness of the ground plane, the electromagnetic fields
tend to distribute throughout the ground plane and consequently
the currents distribute in depth and transversal directions of the
ground. At high frequencies, for which the skin depth is small
compared to the ground plane thickness, the fields penetrate only
the top part of the ground plane given by one skin depth and
currents concentrate at the surface and below the wires. For the
good conducting aluminum ground planes this high-frequency
effect holds throughout the entire frequency range considered in
this study.

These observations are confirmed by results shown in Figs. 9
and 10. Fig. 9 shows that for lower conductivity, the transition
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Fig. 10. Simulated currents (in ampere) at the near-end side of all conductors
in the ground plane at 2 different frequencies, for both CFRP and aluminum.

from free-space-like to PEC-like behavior occurs at a higher
frequency than for higher conductivity. For the conductivity
of our measured CFRP, i.e., 16.500 S/m, Fig. 10 also shows
current distributions in the ground plane. To better show current
distributions, a ground plane discretization with two layers
of ground conductors is used for the computation of results
in Fig. 10. A big advantage of the MTL-DG method is that
these current distributions are readily available after solving
the MTL equations. For all subplots the left wire pair is the
culprit, and the magnitudes of ground plane currents are shown
in correspondence with the color bar. The three upper subfigures
of Fig. 10 show the current distributions in a CFRP ground
plane, while the three bottom subfigures are for an aluminum
ground plane. Indeed, good field penetration in the CFRP for the
lower frequencies causes the currents to distribute wider across
the ground plane, while they become more concentrated below
the current-driving wires for higher frequencies, showcasing
proximity effects. In aluminum, the currents in the ground plane
are concentrated below the wires in the entire frequency range
considered in this study.

B. Double Ground Plane

To further illustrate the capabilities of the proposed MTL-DG
method, this section shows results of crosstalk between wire
pairs between two ground planes. The cross section is illustrated
in Fig. 2(b). Such a configuration can be interesting as a step
towards simulation of integrated or embedded wiring, which is
of interest to the aviation industry.

Fig. 11 shows simulated NEXT results for two wire pairs
between two ground planes, with h1 = h2 = 4 mm. As reference,
the free space results are also shown. Clearly, crosstalk is even
further reduced when a second ground plane is placed above the
wire pairs. For a single ground plane, the decrease was roughly
8 dB compared to the free space case. From Fig. 11, we see that
introduction of a second ground plane decreases crosstalk with
another 15 dB, for the case under study. Moreover, it can be
observed that the general behavior of crosstalk between CFRP
ground planes shows the same tendency as crosstalk above a
single CFRP ground plane, but with a different level. Again, for
low frequencies the crosstalk is similar to that of wire pairs in free
space. Fig. 11 shows that the agreement between measurements
and MTL simulations are very good for all three cases. The
results of the MTL-DG method and Feko show a perfect match

Fig. 11. Comparison between simulated (MTL-DG – solid lines, Feko –
markers) and measured NEXT (dashed lines) between two wire pairs between
two ground planes.

Fig. 12. MTL-DG (solid lines), Feko (markers) and measured (dotted lines)
NEXT for two wire pairs between two aluminum ground planes. The lower
ground plane is at 3.5 mm, while the height of the other ground plane is changed.
MTL-DG result for single aluminum ground plane is shown as reference (purple
dashed line).

for all three cases. However, for the case of two ground planes,
the MTL-DG method requires only 40 s to run 200 frequencies
on a laptop, while Feko computation times vary for h = 4 mm to
h = 1.1 mm from 180 to 14.100 s, to run a single frequency on
10 cores of our Linux server. This implies a factor 900–70 000
simulation time improvement of the MTL-DG method, when
compared to Feko.

Finally, Figs. 12 and 13 show results of MTL-DG and Feko
simulations, and measurements for two wire pairs between two
aluminum and two CFRP ground planes. The lower ground
plane is kept 3.5 mm from the wire pairs, while the distance
of the upper ground plane is varied. For all distances, MTL-DG
and Feko again show a perfect match. Also the simulations and
measurements coincide very well. Only for the CFRP ground
planes slight differences occur, which are most likely caused
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Fig. 13. MTL-DG (solid lines), Feko (markers) and measured (dotted lines)
NEXT for two wire pairs between two CFRP ground planes. The lower ground
plane is at 3.5 mm, while the height of the other ground plane is changed.
MTL-DG result for single CFRP ground plane is shown as reference (purple
dashed line).

by uncertainties in the measurement setup, or differences be-
tween CFRP properties in simulations and measurements. The
variations of the height of the second ground plane show that,
similar to the case of a single ground plane [2], the effects of
the ground plane to the crosstalk behavior become less when
the ground plane is further away. As reference, the simulated
result for a single ground plane is also shown in Figs. 12 and
13. For both aluminum and CFRP ground planes, this result
coincides with the levels of crosstalk obtained for h2 = 14.5
mm. This confirms that at this distance the second ground plane
has no effect anymore. Bringing the second CFRP ground plane
closer has little effect on the low-frequency behavior, but it
does significantly affect the high-frequency crosstalk. Thus,
integrating for instance flexPCBs into thermoplastic material
that has conducting fibers, such as CFRP, can greatly reduce
high-frequency crosstalk levels.

IV. CONCLUSION

Replacement of conducting materials in aircraft by less con-
ducting composite materials such as CFRP highlights the need
for simulation methods that can quickly assess the effects of
lossy ground planes to crosstalk behavior. This article presents
two methods to incorporate the effects of ground planes with
finite conductivity and thickness into MTL models. The first
method makes use of a discretization of the ground plane by
cylindrical conductors, which have a diameter equal to the thick-
ness of the ground plane. Well-known analytical expressions can
still be used for the inductance and capacitance matrices. When
the resistance matrix is adapted to include the analytical resis-
tance of cylindrical wires it is found that the resulting MTL-DG
crosstalk simulations coincide very well to measured crosstalk
and full-wave Feko simulations, for both metallic ground planes
as well as CFRP ground planes.

The second method makes use of a ground impedance ma-
trix. Formulas that are used throughout literature to evaluate
the effects of lossy ground to overhead transmission lines are
adapted to the case of a CFRP ground plane with finite thickness.
Computed crosstalk levels obtained with this MTL-GI method
coincide very well with the MTL-DG method, as well as with
measured crosstalk and full-wave simulations. Both presented
MTL methods show the frequency dependent behavior of CFRP
ground planes that has been observed in an earlier paper [16].
For low frequencies, EM fields penetrate uniformly through the
CFRP ground plane, return currents distributed broadly under
the wires, and crosstalk levels are similar to that between wire
pairs in free space. For high frequencies, the fields are unable
to penetrate the CFRP further than one skin depth. Therefore,
return currents concentrate more at the surface and below the
current-driving wire and consequently crosstalk levels are equal
to those for aluminum ground planes. Both thickness and con-
ductivity of the ground plane are important parameters in the
switch in frequency behavior, which appears at the frequency
for which the skin depth of the material is in the same order as
the thickness of the ground plane.

The MTL-DG method is applied to the case of two wire
pairs between two ground planes. Again, for both aluminum
and CFRP ground planes the results of calculations and mea-
surements coincide very well. Crosstalk levels indicate that the
presence of a second ground plane close to the wire pairs further
reduces the crosstalk, when compared to wire pairs in free space
and above a single ground plane. For CFRP ground planes this
effect is again only observed for the higher frequencies. For low
frequencies, the crosstalk is more similar to that of wire pairs
in free space. Moving one of the two ground planes away from
the wire pairs increases high-frequency crosstalk, up to a point
where the levels are equal to the case of a single ground plane.

Concluding, the two MTL methods that include lossy grounds
presented in this article yield simulation results that show a
perfect match to full-wave simulations and match measurements
well. However, computation times on a simple laptop can be
from 900 up to 70 000 times better compared to Feko on a 10
core Linux server.
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